Jewels
Jewels a videoslot game with regular gameplay and a bonus game. The slot contains 5
reels (3 rows and 20 pay lines). All the lines are active during each spin and there is no
available option to lower the number of pay lines. The total bet is shown above the bet
(coin value) in the bottom right hand corner.
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Gameplay
First determine your bet, which can be increased or decreased by
using the + and - symbol in the bottom right hand corner. Use the
spin button to start the game.

Prizes are won when at least 3 similar symbols show up in
succession on a pay line (left most to right). Each symbol has its own value. To check the
symbol’s value just look at your “payout overview” which you can find through the
‘i’(information) button (located in the bottom left hand corner). Note: only the highest amount
won per pay line will be paid.
Autoplay
When Autoplay is active a new spin is
started once the previous spin has
finished.
Press the Autoplay button to activate
the Autoplay. Before the Autoplay
starts there can be determined when
the Autoplay will be stopped. There
are a few options to determine when
the Autoplay stops. The Autoplay
can be set to stop after a determined
number of bets, amount of bets,
winnings or losses.
The Autoplay button turns lila when
Autoplay is active. Press the Autoplay button again to stop the Autoplay.
Max bet
The highest possible bet per pay line is € 5,00 and since there are 20 pay lines the total
bet would then be € 100,00 (maximum bet). A ‘max bet’ can be set manually by setting a €
5,00 bet per pay line or automatically through clicking on the “MAX BET” button (left hand
side of the bets). The max can be switched off at any moment by decreasing the bet per
pay line at ‘BET’
Bonusgame
The bonus game
appears when three
bonus symbols show up
on a pay line (in
succession from left
most to right). The bonus is a so called ‘takeor-risk’ bonus game. The bonusgame

contains a wheel of fortune.
You can spin the reel by using the ‘Risk’ button. After each spin you have the chance to
take your prize. When there are no chances left, the amount won on the last hit will be
added to the account.
Wild symbol
The Wild symbol substitutes for all other
symbols except for scatter symbols and
bonus symbols. When a Wild symbol
shows up, free spin(s) will be activated.
The Wild symbol find its way to the bottom
symbol of the reel in the centre of the
game. When it arrive there the Wild leaves
the game (see image). When the Wild
symbol is on one of the reels the spins are
for free.
Scatter symbol
Three or more scatter symbols trigger between 3 and 15 free spins (randomly).

